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Herbig Ae/Be (HAeBe) stars are pre-main sequence objects of
moderate mass representing the early evolutionary stages of β Pic-
type stars. The objects of both kinds are surrounded by dust disks/
shells, and the dust is believed to be continually replenished by
comet-like bodies orbiting close to the stars. As the dust particles in
the β Pictoris disk are likely to be as fluffy as cometary dust is, it is
reasonable to suppose that the grains around HAeBe stars could be
porous as well. This brings up the question, which we try to answer
here, of how the grain porosity affects the observational manifesta-
tions of the dust shells of HAeBe stars: the excess infrared emission,
anomalous extinction in the ultraviolet, and the peculiar behavior of
color indices and linear polarization during deep brightness minima
observed for about 25% of HAeBe stars (UX Ori, WW Vul, etc).

We have performed numerical Monte Carlo simulations of po-
larized radiation transfer in spheroidal inhomogeneous shells for
three different models of circumstellar dust grains. In addition to
the observational data mentioned above, intensity scans and po-
larization maps of the objects have been constructed in view of
possible future observations. It is found that the porosity of cir-
cumstellar grains weakly affects the spectral energy distribution
(when the grain model does not include particles with quite dif-
ferent optical properties) and does not show pronounced effects in
the intensity and polarization maps for all grain models considered.
On the other hand, the porosity normally reduces single-scattering
albedo of particles, and therefore, fluffy grains explain the spectral
energy distributions of UX Ori-like stars and their tracks in the
color–magnitude diagrams considered in combination much bet-
ter than compact grains do. However, highly porous, cometary-like
grains are unlikely to be abundant in the shells as they produce too
low linear polarization to account for the observations of the HAeBe
stars. c© 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: radiative transfer; polarimetry; interplanetary dust;
comets.

1. INTRODUCTION
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stars were commonly attributed to the thermal emission of cir-
cumstellar dust. The interest in the objects has quickened when
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Large infrared excesses detected by the Infrared Astron
cal Satellite (IRAS) for Vega and several other main-seque

1

mi-
nce

recent observations showed the presence of a circumstellar
aroundβ Pictoris—the best studied object among Vega-ty
stars—and provided evidence of planet formation in the dis

The precursors of the Vega-type stars are thought to be
big Ae/Be (HAeBe) stars—young intermediate-mass (2–8M¯)
stars surrounded by dusty shells (or disks). Evidently, the st
of the dust shells of these stars along with the disks of Vega-
stars should provide a better understanding of the formation
cess of planetary systems.

The formation of dust grains in the shells of HAeBe sta
is hardly possible, and stellar radiation pressure should qui
blow grains out of the vicinities of the stars. Therefore, so
authors believe that the dust particles are continuously deliv
to the internal layers of the shells by comet-like bodies (e
Voshchinnikov and Grinin 1991, Grininet al.1996). A similar
hypothesis was suggested to explain the presence of dust ar
β Pic and other Vega-type stars (Harperet al.1984, Weissman
1985, Telescoet al.1988).

In modeling of the dusty shells of HAeBe stars one alwa
used compact particles (e.g., Sorrell 1990, Grininet al. 1991,
Voshchinnikov et al. 1996, Miroshnichenkoet al. 1997,
Pezzutoet al. 1997). There are arguments, however, in fav
of their fluffiness. For instance, if there is a strong process
of the grains in the comet-like bodies, the circumstellar pa
cles should resemble cometary grains which are known to
porous. Even if the hypothesis on the comet-like bodies is
correct, the circumstellar particles should be similar to inters
lar grains, and these latter are fluffy in accordance with so
contemporary interstellar dust models (see, e.g., Henning (1
and references therein). It can be also noted that fluffiness o
grains in the disk ofβ Pic allows one to interpret available obse
vational data in a more consistent way (Li and Greenberg 19
An evidence in favor of a porous structure of the grains in
shells of HAeBe stars may be a possibly low value of albedo
the circumstellar particles (Krivova and Il’in 1997).
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In this paper we consider the effects of grain porosity on
observational appearance of the dust shells: the spectral e
distribution from the infrared to the ultraviolet, the variations
the color indices for the HAeBe stars with Algol-like minima, t
wavelength dependence of the linear polarization degree, i
sity scans, and polarization maps. The model used is desc
in Section 2, and the results of our calculations are discuss
Section 3 with conclusions given in Section 4.

2. MODEL

Porous Dust Grains

As the nature of the circumstellar grains is not fully und
stood, to represent them we use three different models of i
stellar dust grains: (1) the model of Li and Greenberg (19
with very fluffy, cometary-like aggregates of grains, (2) the
cent Mathis (1996) model of interstellar dust with inhomo
neous grains of a moderate porosity, and (3) the classical m
of Mathis et al. (1977; hereafter MRN) with initially compac
grains. In all the models the porosity of particles is an additio
varying parameter.

The grain model of Li and Greenberg (1997) was selected
basic one since it is close to the models of cometary dust and
grains in theβ Pic disk suggested by Greenberg and Hage (19
and Li and Greenberg (1998), respectively. The model imp
that submicrometer grains have a silicate core and an org
refractory mantle and form porous aggregates. As is custom
the aggregates are represented by homogeneous spheres
effective refractive index defined by the Bruggeman rule (
e.g., Bohren and Huffman (1983) for more details). Such
approach called the Effective Medium Theory (EMT) wo
well in many cases and gives a reasonable first approxim
in some others (Bohren and Huffman 1983, Wolffet al. 1994,
Stognienkoet al.1995).

The EMT is applied to find the effective refractive indic
both of the core–mantle subparticles and, then, of their po
aggregates. The volume ratio of the silicate core to the org
refractory mantle is taken equal to one. For aggregates, the fi
factor f ( f = 1− P, whereP is the porosity of aggregates, i.e
the filling factor of vacuum) is varied from 0.1 to 0.01. On
single-size aggregates are considered as the size distribut
dust grains in the shells is quite uncertain. The refractive ind
of Li and Greenberg (1997) have been adopted for the mate
The optical properties of the effective homogeneous sphere
calculated using the Mie theory.

In the model of Mathis (1996) interstellar grains of subm
crometer size are assumed to be aggregates of silicate and
phous carbon subparticles. The aggregates have a rather m
ate porosity (f ∼ 0.5) and the size distribution

n(a) ∝ a−qe−(γ1a+γ2/a+γ3a2), (1)

whereγ1, γ2, γ3 are constants. To treat such fluffy inhomogen

particles we use again the EMT, namely, the Bruggeman rule
ND IL’IN
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three components. The refractive index of amorphous carbo
taken from Rouleau and Martin (1991), and that of silicate
from Laor and Draine (1993). The volume ratio of silicate
amorphous carbon is 0.5 (Mathis 1996), and the filling fac
f = (1− P) is varied from 0.5 to 0.1.

The MRN model well describes the optical properties of int
stellar grains and was practically always used in modeling o
diative transfer in circumstellar dust shells. This model involv
bare silicate and graphite spherical particles with a power-
size distribution. The model parameters are the exponent o
distribution, the maximum and minimum particle sizes and
ratio (by number) of silicate grains to graphite ones. We inclu
one more parameter—the porosity of the grainsP—and varied
the material filling factorf = (1− P) in the wide range from 1
to 0.03. The refractive indices of silicate and graphite are fr
Laor and Draine (1993), and again the Bruggeman rule is u

We do not discuss here the advantages and disadvantag
the dust grain models used but refer a reader to the correspon
papers and reviews (e.g., Mathis 1990, 1998; Draine 1994)

Note that some calculations for Mathis (1996) and MRN mo
els have been briefly described in our earlier works (Krivo
et al. 1998, Il’in and Krivova 2000). In this paper we main
present the results obtained within the Li and Greenberg (19
approach and compare them with those derived within two o
approaches in order to draw conclusions which would be
“model-dependent.”

Shell Geometry

It is assumed that the star is surrounded by an extended
shell with the density distribution

n(r ) = n0

√r 2
x + r 2

y +
(

A

B

)2

r 2
z

−α , (2)

wherer = (rx, r y, rz) is the radius vector,n0 andα are some
constants, and the surfaces of equal density are oblate sphe
with the aspect ratioA/B. The inclination angle isϕ, and the
longitude of ascending mode is always 90◦ for the sake of sim-
plicity.

Because of grain sublimation there must be a dust-free
of radiusRin at the center of the shell. It is difficult to distinguis
between the distant, rarefied layers of the shells and interst
matter and hence to define the outer radiusRout. Fortunately,
reasonable variations ofRout only slightly affect the flux from
the object in the spectral region being considered.

It should be mentioned that the geometry of the dust sh
of HAeBe stars has been the subject of a long discussion—
they form an extended shell or a more compact disk?—and
to now there has been no definite conclusion (see, e.g., Be
et al.1992, Pezzutoet al.1997). Perhaps, both geometries ex

forconcurrently.
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DUST AROUND HAeBe STAR

Radiation of the Objects

The radiation of a star surrounded by a dust shell is the su
the stellar radiation (fluxF∗λ ) partly absorbed and scattered b
dust grains in the line of sight, the radiation scattered in the s
in the direction of the observer (Fsca

λ ), and the thermal radiation
of circumstellar dust particles (F therm

λ )

Fλ = F∗λ e−τλ + Fsca
λ + F therm

λ , (3)

whereτλ is the optical thickness of the shell along the line
sight (the source is assumed to be unresolved). Note that in
modelFsca

λ andτλ depend on the inclination angleϕ.
The spectral energy distribution is usually constructed in

visual and infrared. In the ultraviolet the circumstellar extincti
curves are typically considered instead of it. The circumste
extinction is the ratio of the fluxes of a star with the dust sh
and the star without the shell

Aλ = −2.5 log

(
Fλ
F∗λ

)
. (4)

Note that the circumstellar extinction differs from that in the li
of sight (τλ) because of the contribution of scattered radiatio

Brightness Minima

We adopt the hypothesis of Grinin (1988) that the brightn
minima are due to screens (clouds, clumps in the shells) app
ing in the line of sight between the star and an observer
discussion in Herbstet al. (1994), Zaitseva and Lyutyi (1997))
If the optical thickness of such a clump isτ cl

λ , the total flux is

Fλ
(
τ cl
λ

) = F∗λ e−τλ−τ
cl
λ + Fsca

λ + F therm
λ , (5)

where we imply that the size of the clumpRcl¿ Rin considering
that Voshchinnikov and Grinin (1991) estimated the clump si
as a few tenths of astronomic unit.

Then the dependence of the stellar magnitude of the objec
the optical thickness of such a screen is

1mλ

(
τ cl
λ

) = −2.5 log

[
F∗λ e−τλ−τ

cl
λ + Fsca

λ + F therm
λ

F∗λ e−τλ + Fsca
λ + F therm

λ

]
, (6)

and for a color index

1(X − Y) = 1mλX −1mλY , (7)

where X,Y are the photometric band names, andλX, λY are
their wavelengths.

We do not consider the optical properties of dust in the clum
as they may strongly differ from those of “diffuse” dust in th
shell. Information on grains in the clumps is rather insufficie
and at the moment it comes mainly from the slopes of the up

parts of the dependence1(X − Y) on1m (Friedemannet al.
S: COMETARY-LIKE GRAINS? 161
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1993). Therefore, we adopt

τ cl
λX
=
(
λX

λV

)−βXV

τ cl
λV
, (8)

where the exponentsβXV are determined from the observe
slopes of the upper parts of the color tracks followin
Voshchinnikov (1989), andτ cl

V is a parameter. To simulate th
tracks of a star in the color–magnitude diagrams, we vary t
parameter from 0 to a very large value (τmax

V ). Note that observed
brightness drops exceed 1.5–2m, which means thatτ cl

V should be
large. Then the tracks weakly depend on variations ofτmax

V .

Linear Polarization

All three components of radiation of the object (see Eq. (
can be polarized: (i) the transmitted radiation if there are align
nonspherical grains in the line of sight, (ii) the scattered radiat
because of nonspherically symmetric density distribution (s
e.g., Grinin 1994), and (iii) the thermal radiation if dust particl
in the shell are nonspherical and aligned. It is easy to get
following expression for the total polarization (Krivova 1998)

Pλ = Pcs
λ

(
1− Fsca

λ + F therm
λ

Fλ

)
+ Psca

λ

Fsca
λ

Fλ
+ Ptherm

λ

F therm
λ

Fλ
, (9)

wherePcs
λ is proportional to the difference of the optical thick

nessτλ for light polarized in two perpendicular directions.
We are interested in the polarization only within the visu

and near-infrared wavelength regions (λ<1µm), where the ra-
tio F therm

λ /Fλ is small. When an eclipse of the star occurs, t
polarization should change with the object brightness as

Pλ(1mλ)≈ Pcs
λ

(
1− Fsca

λ

Fλ10−0.41mλ

)
+Psca

λ

Fsca
λ

Fλ10−0.41mλ
. (10)

The termPcs
λ is determined by many physical processes whi

are difficult to simulate. Therefore, we use the values ofPcs
λ and

Psca
λ already separated by Berdiuginet al.(1992) from observa-

tions of polarization of the object at different brightness leve
(and from observations of nearby stars to exclude the contr
tion of interstellar polarization), and consider below only th
Psca
λ term.

Computational Methods

With the model described, we have calculated the spec
energy distribution from the visual to the far-infraredFλ, the
circumstellar extinction curves in the ultravioletAλ, the tracks
in the color–magnitude diagrams (U − B), (B−V), (V − R),
(V − I ) vs1V , the wavelength dependence of the polarizati
Psca
λ , the intensity scansFλ(p), wherep is the impact param-

eter, and the polarization mapsPsca
λ (x, y), wherex, y are the

coordinates in the plane perpendicular to the line of sight.
Polarized radiation transfer in the shell with the density d
tribution given by Eq. (2) was simulated with a 2D Monte Carlo
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code developed by Fischer (1995). It is well known that su
codes are inefficient when calculating the dust temperaturT
required to evaluate the termF therm

λ in Eq. (3). As the optical
thickness of the shells is not large it is possible to approxim
the temperature profile simply asT(r )≈ Ts(r ), wherer = |r |
andTs(r ) is the temperature profile of the spherically symmet
shell having a power-law density distribution with the expon
α and the sizes (Rin, Rout) along with the mass equal to those
the shell with the density distribution given by Eq. (2).

When the temperature distribution is approximated in suc
way, the infrared flux depends mainly on the radial distribution
the circumstellar dust. Therefore, the extremely time-consum
calculations with the Monte Carlo method for the shells with
spheroidal density distribution give essentially the same res
as obtained in 1D modeling of the equivalent spherical s
model. Thus, to calculate the spectral energy distribution fo
large number of wavelengths, we utilized the shell models w
the one-dimensional density distribution described above.

The radiation transfer problem for the spherically symme
shell models was treated with a 1D code of E. Kr¨ugel (Chiniet al.
1986). Since this code, like most other 1D codes, operates
with sources of radiation having a blackbody spectrum, we u
the following approximation to be able to compare theoreti
and observed energy distributions

F̃λ ≈ FKur
λ

[
e−τλ + Fsca

λ + F therm
λ

Fbb
λ

]
, (11)

where FKur
λ is the flux of LTE stellar atmosphere model

Kurucz (1979),Fbb
λ =πBλ(T∗), Bλ is the Planck function, and

T∗ is the stellar effective temperature.

Parameters of the Model

Our aim is to consider possible grain porosity effects a
not to perform a detailed interpretation of observational d
available for a HAeBe star. Therefore, a model of the relativ
well-studied object WW Vul (spectral class A0 and distan
550 pc according to Friedemannet al. (1993)) which fits the
observed infrared spectrum is selected, and porosity of the
cumstellar grains is varied in a wide range. The values of m
parameters are kept constant (Rin= 1.9 AU, Rout= 4× 103 AU,
α= 1.5, A/B= 5, T∗ = 9500 K,L∗ = 80L¯), and only the value
of n0 is changed along with the grain porosity so that the o
cal thickness of the shell in the visualτ abs

V (only absorption of
radiation by dust) is the same.

It should be noted that there are only few main parameter
the model. For instance, in the infrared the profile of the sp
tral energy distribution (Fλ) is mainly dependent on the optica
thicknessτ abs

λ at about the wavelength of the source radiat
maximum (Ivezic and Elitzur 1997, Krivova and Il’in 1997
Other important parameters areα andRin (e.g., Krivova 1997).
The remaining characteristics of the shell and of the circu

stellar grain ensemble affect rather slightly the spectral ene
distribution.
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The tracks in the color–magnitude diagrams are mainly c
nected with the optical thicknessτ sca

λ (only scattering of radi-
ation by dust) in the bands of observations (see Krivova
Il’in (1997) for more details). It is a bit more difficult to fin
the principle parameters that determine other model chara
istics such asAλ, Psh

λ , andFλ(p) (see, e.g., Voshchinnikovet al.
(1995, 1996), Il’inet al. (1996), Krivova (1998) and reference
therein).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Infrared Spectra

The optical thickness of the shells in the infrared is sm
and the thermal radiation of spherical (or nonspherical but
aligned) grains is isotropic. Thus, the shell orientation rela
to the observer is of little significance for the total infrared fl
in our model. Moreover, the flux weakly depends on the s
shape and hence onA/B (Krivova 1998). Therefore, we prese
and discuss the spectral energy distribution obtained for a sp
ically symmetric model equivalent to our spheroidal model (
Section 2 for more details).

In Fig. 1 we show the spectra calculated for the shell aro
WW Vul with circumstellar grains treated like those in the mo
of Li and Greenberg (1997). The filling factorf is in the range
from 0.01 to 0.1 and the sizes of the grains area= 0.3 or 0.7µm.
The effects of the porosity for Mathis (1996) and MRN gra
models have been briefly discussed by Krivovaet al.(1998) and
Il’in and Krivova (2000), respectively.

As may be seen from the figure, the 10-fold decrease o
filling factor f scarcely affects the spectral energy distributi
The same result was obtained for the Mathis (1996) model
f varying from 0.45 to 0.15 (Krivovaet al. 1998). This is not
particularly surprising since the optical properties of the gra

FIG. 1. Spectral energy distribution for the shell with the grains having
sizea= 0.3µm and the filling factorf = 0.03 (solid line) and 0.1 (dot-dashe
line), anda= 0.7µm and f = 0.03 (dashed line) and 0.01 (dotted line). T
grain model of Li and Greenberg (1997) is used. The squares show observ

rgyof WW Vul by Cohen (1973), Glass and Penston (1974), Kolotilovet al.(1977),
Weaver and Jones (1992), and Liet al. (1994).
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DUST AROUND HAeBe STAR

regularly change with their porosity and the optical thickn
τ abs

V was kept constant. As mentioned above, it is this param
that primarily determines the spectral energy distribution.

A different situation arises with the MRN model, which i
cludes two populations of grains (bare silicate and graphite
ticles) with quite different optical constants. The porosity of
grains affects the optical properties and hence the tempera
of silicate and graphite particles in a different way. This res
in a rather complicated dependence of the spectral energy d
bution on the grain fluffiness manifested mainly in the near
mid-infrared as a change of the infrared peak shape and loc
and of the silicate emission bands strength (see Il’in and Kriv
(2000) for more details).

As an illustration we also give in Fig. 1 the values ofFλ
exp(τ is

λ ) which are the fluxes of WW Vul observed by Coh
(1973), Glass and Penston (1974), Kolotilovet al.(1977), Weave
and Jones (1992), and Liet al. (1994) and corrected for inter
stellar reddening. The optical thicknessτ is

λ was estimated from
Eis

B−V = 0.14 (Friedemannet al.1993) in the standard way usin
the mean interstellar extinction curve from Whittet (1992) a
the value ofRV = AV/EB−V = 3.1.

Note that the aim of the paper is to investigate the effect
the grain porosity on the observational manifestations of the
shells, rather than to fit the observational data. That is why
did not look for an excellent fit to the data for WW Vul. A bett
agreement may be reached, for instance, by changing the o
constants of the grain materials which are not well establis
and should be considered rather as a parameter. On the
hand, it has been noted many times that the same spectral e
distribution can be well fitted by a rich variety of shell mode
(e.g., Stenholm 1990, Thammet al. 1994, Men’shchikov and
Henning 1996).

The flux of WW Vul atλ= 1.3 mm was measured by Nat
et al.(1997). Even without the beam size correction (the aper
used was 11′′, which corresponds to 6000 AU for WW Vul) ou
theoretical pointFλ≈ 0.3 mJy is essentially below the observ
valueFλ≈ 10 mJy. We do not discuss this discrepancy beca
in this paper we concentrate on the grains located in the i
layers of the dust shells. These are the layers which ma
contribute to the scattering and absorption of the stellar radia
in the ultraviolet and visual and to the thermal radiation in
near- and mid-infrared. Here we should only note that in the
infrared an important role is played by the dust emissivity l
ελ∼ λβ whenλ→∞ (e.g., Harveyet al. 1991). The value of
ελ is proportional to the absorption cross sectionCabsaveraged
over the grain ensemble. The dependence ofCabson the particle
porosity was discussed many times (e.g., Ossenkopf 199
well as were the effects of the porosity in the infrared silic
bands at 10 and 20µm (see, e.g., Hage and Greenberg (199
Henning and Stognienko (1993)), and they are not consid
here.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the masses of the d
shellsMenv with nearly the same integrated infrared fluxes

crease with the material filling factorf for f ∼< 0.5 and increase
S: COMETARY-LIKE GRAINS? 163
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FIG. 2. The circumstellar extinction curve for the shell with the grains
different sizes and porosities. The grain parameter values and notations
described in the legend to Fig. 1. The squares show the observations for NX
from Tjin A Djie et al. (1984).

for f ∼> 0.5 (such a maximum of the opacity per mass ratio
been noted by Mathis (1996)). For WW Vul, with the grain mo
of Li and Greenberg (1997) we getMenv≈ 3.2× 10−4 M¯ for
f = 0.1 and≈3.8× 10−4 M¯ for f = 0.01.

Circumstellar Extinction Curve

The spectral energy distribution in the ultraviolet is better s
when represented in the form of a circumstellar extinction cu
In Fig. 2 we show such curves normalized to the extinction in
U band (Aλ− AU ) for the shell around WW Vul with circum
stellar grains treated like those in the model of Li and Greenb
(1997). The dependence of the curves on the ratioA/B and other
shell parameters may be well understood from the detailed
ures given (for a bit different model) by Voshchinnikovet al.
(1996).

The observational curve is not available for WW Vul, bu
was obtained for some other HAeBe stars, e.g., HD 259
(Sitko et al. 1981) and NX Pup (Tjin A Djieet al. 1984).
In Fig. 2 we show the curve for NX Pup. This star hasT∗ =
9500 K,L∗ = 100L¯, shows Algol-like brightness minima, an
seems to be similar to WW Vul (Tjin A Djieet al. 1984). The
circumstellar extinction curve for NX Pup is fairly similar to th
curves observed for other analogous HAeBe stars (see, e.g
curves for three HAeBe stars in Voshchinnikovet al.(1996)). In
outline, the curves appear to show a feature at aboutλ= 2200Å.
It should be noted, however, that the extraction of the circu
stellar extinction in the ultraviolet is a problem because of
contribution of interstellar extinction.

It is evident from Fig. 2 that both the grain porosity and s
effects are rather weak. For Mathis (1996) model, the circ
stellar extinction curve has also a week wavelength depend
when f ≈ 0.45, but it becomes very steep at 1/λ>5µm−1 for
f ≈ 0.15 (Krivovaet al.1998). For MRN model, the curve ha
two features: a strong bump atλ= 2200Åand a sharp rise a
1/λ>6.5µm−1, which essentially vary with the grain porosi

(see Il’in and Krivova (2000) for more details). A cautionary note
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FIG. 3. The color–magnitude diagrams in theUBVRIbands for shells with
grains of different size and porosity (the inclination angleϕ= 75◦). Grain pa-
rameters and notations as described in the legend to Fig. 1. The observ
of WW Vul by Berdiuginet al. (1992) are shown by squares and the data
Zaitseva (1983) by crosses.

is appropriate, however, as all these results were obtained
the EMT. This theory is known to not work well when the si
of inhomogeneities of scattering particles is larger than or e
comparable to the wavelength of incident radiation (e.g., W
et al.1994, 1998; Chylek and Videen 1998; Videen and Chy
1998) and this case may be realizable in the (far) ultraviolet

Color–Magnitude Diagrams

Whereas the infrared spectra of the objects are mainly rel
to the absorption/emission properties of the circumstellar d
grains, their scattering properties may be studied by consid
tion of the bluing effect in the color–magnitude diagrams and
the intrinsic linear polarization. We have calculated the ste
tracks in the diagrams for WW Vul at theUBVRIbands. Figure 3
presents the tracks for the case of the shell having the de
distribution as given by Eq. (2) and seen at the angleϕ= 75◦.

The basic characteristics of the tracks are the maximum
plitude of the brightness decreases (1m)max, the brightness leve
at which the turning points of the tracks occur (1m)t, and the
maximum bluing (X−Y)max. As mentioned by Krivova and
Il’in (1997), these characteristics depend mainly on the opt
thickness of the shellτ sca

λ . For instance, as follows from Eq. (6
with τ cl=∞, the maximum brightness decrease in the vis
region should be (see also Whitneyet al. (1997))

(1m)max= −2.5 log

[
Fsca
λ /F∗λ

e−τλ + Fsca
λ /F∗λ

]
≈ −2.5 logτ sca

λ

/[
1− τ abs

λ

] ≈ −2.5 logτ sca
λ , (12)

where we assume that the optical thickness of the shell is sm
Fsca
λ /F∗λ ≈ τ sca

λ and exp(−τλ)≈ 1− τ abs
λ − τ sca

λ .
Thus, for the stars with a low ratio of the infrared lumino

ity to the stellar luminosity, the value of (1m)max allows one

to nearly directly estimate the optical thicknessτ sca

λ . However,
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one must keep in mind that the objects can have periods o
creased/decreased maximum brightness and then the brigh
drop must be counted from the local level of the object brig
ness.

For the shells under consideration, the dependence of (1m)max

on the optical thickness is not as simple as shown above fo
optically thin shells but still is quite important. As is seen fro
Fig. 3 for the grains of the same size (a= 0.3µm) but different
porosity, the higher is the porosity, the larger are (1m)max and
(1m)t. As the porosity of grainsP usually lowers the single
scattering albedo and the optical thicknessτ absis kept constant,
the increase ofP reducesτ sca and hence the fraction of sca
tered radiation in the visual along with the value of (1m)max.
The same is true for (1m)t.

For other grain models considered, the results are similar
more fluffy grains the turning points of the tracks occur at low
brightness levels for the same infrared fluxes.

The strength of the bluing effect (i.e., the value of (X−Y)max)
is related, in our model, to the wavelength dependence of alb
averaged over the circumstellar grain ensemble (see Eq. (7
is illustrated in Fig. 3 by the curves for grains with the si
a= 0.3µm and f = 0.03, and witha= 0.7µm and f = 0.01.
The grains have the same albedo in theV band (3V = 0.24), but
the larger grains have lower albedo in theU, B bands than the
smaller grains (3U = 0.23 and 0.28, respectively).

The tracks are also dependent on the inclination angleϕ. Be-
cause of a spherically asymmetric dust distribution and pre
able scattering by the grains in forward direction, the scatte
photons leave the shell in the equatorial plane more often
in the directions of the poles. A change ofϕ may have the effec
similar to variations of the grain albedo (see Il’in and Krivo
(2000) for more details). The dependence of the characteri
of the tracks on other shell parameters can be seen from
results presented in the paper of Voshchinnikov and Karju
(1994).

In Fig. 3, we also give the observational data obtained
Berdiugin et al. (1992) for one minimum. They are suppl
mented in (U − B) by the data of Zaitseva (1983) to show
deeper minimum. To fit simultaneously the observed spec
energy distribution and the color–magnitude diagrams with
shell model, one needs to have the circumstellar particles
albedo being about 0.2–0.25 in theUBV bands and growing
with the wavelength. Note that interstellar grains appear to h
albedo in these bands about 0.5–0.7 (e.g., Witt 1989).

The porosity of particles generally reduces their albedo, wh
solves the problem only partly as such grains have usually alb
quickly decreasing with the wavelength (see, e.g., Fig. 9 in I
and Krivova (2000)). Besides our porous model, in princi
there could be other explanations of the observed spectra
ergy distribution and color–magnitude diagrams. For exam
albedo of the circumstellar grains may be as high as usual (a
0.6), provided about 50% or more of the flux in the near- a
mid-infrared comes from very small grains and/or large PA

molecules (see, e.g., Nattaet al. (1993a), Natta and Kr¨ugel
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FIG. 4. The wavelength dependence of the linear polarization degree
shells with grains of different size and porosity (the inclination angleϕ= 75◦).
Grain parameters and notations as described in the legend to Fig. 1. The sq
show estimates for WW Vul by Berdiuginet al. (1992).

1995). Another possibility is highly inhomogeneous distrib
tion of the circumstellar dust, e.g., in the form of optically thi
clumps (Friedemannet al.1993, Mitskevich 1995a,b). Howeve
we believe that these effects still need more detailed consid
tions.

Wavelength Dependence of Polarization

The polarization degreePsca
λ calculated for grains of differen

porosity in the case of the Li and Greenberg (1997) mode
shown in Fig. 4 for the inclination angleϕ= 75◦ and the ra-
tio A/B= 5. Note that the maximum value ofPsca

λ achievable
whenA/B→∞ is already nearly reached, as a rule, atA/B≈ 5
(Voshchinnikov and Karjukin (1994), Krivova (1998)). The d
pendence ofPsca

λ on the inclination angle was discussed by Il’
and Krivova (2000).

Figure 4 evidences a quick drop ofPsca
λ with an increase of

the grain porosity. It is determined by the change of the ang
dependence of intensity and polarization of radiation scatte
by porous particles (see, e.g., Kozasaet al. (1993) for more
details).

Also given in Fig. 4 are the values ofPsca
λ estimated by

Berdiugin et al. (1992) from observations of WW Vul. It is
clearly seen that the shell models with highly porous gra
( f <∼ 0.01) yield very low polarization in comparison with th
observed one, and this conclusion is correct for all three g
models used.

In principle, a different geometry of the dust shells can lead
a higher degree of polarization for the same grains. The sp
dust distribution around the stars is determined by geometry
strength of magnetic fields, radiation pressure on the grains
some other parameters. The effects of the grain porosityP on
the radiation pressure forceFpr were discussed, e.g., by Muka
et al.(1992). Though for fluffy grains of the same volumeFpr de-
creases withP, the ratio of this force to gravity does not depe

on P for P>∼ 0.5 and much exceeds 1 for HAeBe stars (Il’in a
S: COMETARY-LIKE GRAINS? 165
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Krivova 2000). Therefore, when the grain motion in the she
is not controlled by the circumstellar magnetic fields (Il’in an
Krivov 1994), the disk-like geometry of the shells in the for
of a sphere without two polar cones (see, e.g., Men’shchi
and Henning (1997)) is most probable. For such geometry,
polarization degreePsca

λ will be a bit larger than that for our
spheriodal distribution, but the difference will not be as large
required to fit the observed points with very porous grains.

It should also be mentioned that to simulate the optical pr
erties of fluffy dust grains we applied the EMT and Mie theo
Another way is to use more justified but also much more tim
consuming calculations in the Discrete Dipole Approximati
(DDA). A number of papers were devoted to consideration
the optical properties of dust grains within this approach (e
Bazell and Dwek 1990; Kozasaet al. 1992, 1993; Lumme and
Rahola 1994, Wolffet al. 1994; Xing and Hanner 1997). Gen
erally, the studies dealt with certain aspects of the problem,
a comprehensive investigation of all the effects in the case
HAeBe stars would require much more effort.

We have performed some simulations of polarized radiat
transfer in the dust shells when the optical properties of the gr
were calculated with the DDA. A preliminary analysis show
that the conclusions obtained with the EMT generally hold
the sizes of constituent subparticles are small (<∼0.01µm), which
could be expected, for instance, after the papers by Wolffet al.
(1994, 1998). An increase of the subgrain sizes basically g
the same effect as a decrease of the porosity (such as loweri
albedo and growth of the polarization). The detailed results
these computations will be presented elsewhere (Krivovaet al.
2000 in preparation).

Intensity and Polarization Maps

The shell geometry can be clarified by high angular reso
tion observations (see, e.g., Butner 1996, Butneret al. 1997).
In addition, such intensity and polarization maps allow one
constrain some other shell parameters (Il’inet al.1996). Then,
it is also interesting to consider whether they are sensitive to
porosity of the dust grains.

We have calculated scans and intensity maps of the shel
different wavelengths. Results for the MRN model were p
sented by Il’in and Krivova (2000); those for other grain mo
els look similar. As the dust temperature distribution depe
scarcely on the porosity, the scans in the infrared (λ= 12, 50µm)
are alike. They deviate only by a factor practically independ
of the impact parameter owing to the difference between the
tical thicknessesτ abs

λ (we keptτ abs
V constant but the wavelengt

dependence ofτ abs
λ is dissimilar for different porosities). In the

visual and near-infrared (λ 0.7, 1.65µm), scattered light plays
an important role. With a growing fluffiness of grains, the asy
metry factor〈cosθ〉 also grows and more radiation is scatter
in forward directions. Thus, the scattered radiation coming fr
the periphery layers of the shells falls off, and the scans sho
steeper decline. We believe, however, that the effects of the g
ndporosity are not dominant in the scans. More important are the
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spatial distribution of dust particles and their size and chem
composition.

It should be remarked that the intensity scans and maps
been observed for a very limited number of the brightest HA
stars and, with rare exception (e.g., Leinertet al. 1991, 1994;
Marshet al.1995; Nakajima and Golimowski 1995), in the fa
infrared to millimeter regions (Nattaet al.1993b, Di Francesc
et al. 1997, Mannings and Sargent 1997, among others).
data available for one of the most studied objects, AB Aur, h
been briefly discussed and compared with theoretical mode
Il’in et al. (1996).

Even worse is the situation with the spatially resolved m
surements of the polarization. Only few such maps have
obtained for HAeBe stars (see, e.g., Piirolaet al.1992, Bastien
et al. 1994). Therefore we do not discuss them more clos
In Fig. 5 as a pattern the constructed polarization maps o
shell with grains havingf = 0.03 and 0.01 are given for tw
wavelengths.

The figure evidences that besides the geometry of the s
polarization maps are quite sensitive to the size paramet
the dust grainsx= 2πa/λ, especially in the region wherex≈ 1,
which can be explained by the change of the asymmetry fa
〈cosθ〉. The porosity, however, as is seen from the plots, aff
the polarization maps much less than the grain size does.

Certainly the maps in the infrared and millimeter regions
provide further important information on the grains in the
riphery layers of the shells but at the moment they seem t

FIG. 5. Polarization maps of the central part (800× 800 AU) of the shells
with grains of the sizea= 0.3µm and the filling factor f = 0.03 (top), and
a= 0.7µm, f = 0.01 (bottom) at different wavelengths (indicated in each p
for the inclination angleϕ= 75◦. Vectors in the right lower corners show 100

polarization.
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nothing more than an additional tool to investigate the spat
dust distribution in the shells.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed Monte Carlo simulations of polarize
radiation transfer in the dust shells of HAeBe stars, assu
ing a spheroidal density distribution. The circumstellar grai
were represented by three fairly different grain models: (1) t
model of Li and Greenberg (1997) of highly porous aggregat
(2) Mathis (1996) model of moderately porous inhomogeneo
grains, and (3) the well-known MRN (Mathiset al.1977) model
of bare silicate and graphite grains, where we introduced flu
ness as an additional parameter. The main attention was pa
the grain porosity effects on the observational manifestations
the dust shells, such as the spectral energy distribution, the int
sic polarization, and the peculiar behavior of color indices du
ing brightness minima for the stars with Algol-like dimmings. I
addition, intensity scans and polarization maps were also c
structed for our models in view of possible future observation
We found that:

1. The porosity of grains weakly affects the profile of th
spectral energy distribution when circumstellar shells do n
contain particles with quite different optical properties (like ba
silicate and graphite grains in the MRN model). However, th
same infrared flux can be produced by different masses of por
dust: the less mass of moderately porous dust grains is requ
to produce the same flux as compact or, alternatively, very por
grains do.

2. As the near- and mid-infrared fluxes are mainly asso
ated with the thermal emission of the hottest dust and the b
of the scattered radiation comes from the most dense regio
we expect that the infrared spectra and the color–magnitude
agrams observed for HAeBe stars with Algol-like minima a
attributable to the same dust grains in the innermost layers of
shells. If this is the case, then in the frame of our shell model t
albedo of these grains should slightly increase with the wa
length in the visual and should be as low as about 0.2–0.3 for
grain model of Li and Greenberg (1997) (the results for oth
grain models are similar). The porosity of grains reduces th
albedo down to the required level, although this still remains
problem with the fitting of the strength of the bluing effect see
in the color–magnitude diagrams, which stems from the chan
of the wavelength dependence of albedo.

3. The linear polarization of radiation of the shells drop
distinctly when porosity of the grains increases. Though t
flared or “fan”-shaped disk geometries could produce a notic
ably higher polarization, it will hardly solve the problem in th
case of highly porous (the filling factorf <∼ 0.03) grains, as the
polarization they produce is extremely low (this conclusion
correct for all three grain models considered).

4. The porosity of grains does not show pronounced effects

the intensity and polarization maps of the objects when compared
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with the effects of the grain size or composition. On the ot
hand, apart from the fact that the intensity and polarization m
provide an additional tool to investigate the spatial dust dis
bution in the shells, they are an essential source of informa
about the grain properties in the outer parts of the shells
the innermost dust will always dominate when unresolved
diation is considered (except for the far-infrared and millime
observations).
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